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KoKos Pet Spa to launch revolutionary pet spa products
at upcoming Groom Expo 2009
Pennsylvania-based pet spa company to unveil innovative and eco-friendly new
therapy/dry room and eco-friendly pet vitamin shower to US market, September 17-20, 2009 at
Groom Expo 2009.
BROOMALL, PA – September 14, 2009 – KoKos Pet Spa, the maker of innovative and eco-friendly pet spa
products, announced today they will be unveiling two new pet skin health management products at the upcoming
Groom Expo 2009, Booth #67, September 17-20 in Hershey, Pennsylvania, to the US market.

KoKos Pet Spa’s new products, the Pet Vitamin Shower and the Infrared Sterilizing Therapy/Dry Room are
revolutionary products designed to offer pets a pleasant, stress-free grooming experience, while providing
healthier and safer features and functions for improved pet health management.

The company’s newest product, the Pet Vitamin Shower, is a handheld shower head that attaches to a shower or
bath nozzle creating a filtered, vitamin-C enriched shower for a healthier and more pleasant bathing experience
for pets. The shower filters out 99.9% of the harmful chlorine and chloramine contained in tap water and revives
and protects pet’s skin, while keeping their fur shinier and healthier. The shower also includes optional massaging
action providing additional therapeutic benefits for pets, as well as a water flow rate feature that saves 50% less
water than traditional faucets and shower heads.

The Infrared Sterilizing Therapy/Dry Room is the ultimate pet drying experience for pets. The therapy/drying room
has three levels of safety with time and temperature control, triple filter technology that optimizes pressure and
fresh air circulation, and infrared light therapy. This innovative and revolutionary technology kills germs, fleas and
mites preventing allergies, provides 100% complete drying with 30% less drying time, and prevents tangled hair
and shedding all within a quiet, pleasant and stress-free environment.

-more-

“With the safety and effectiveness of KoKos Pet Spa products proven and utilized with over 5 million dogs in
Brazil and Asia to date, we are extremely excited to bring our new Therapy/Drying Room and Pet Vitamin Shower
pet spa products to the U.S. marketplace”, indicated Joseph Lee, CEO of KoKos Pet Spa. “Our goal is to provide
groomers, veterinarians, pet spas and pet loving families across the globe with healthy, safe and eco-friendly pet
grooming products to help their pets live a healthier, happier life".

“My English bulldog, Memphis, suffered from genetic mites, says Brittany Motnik, a customer of Sassy Pet Spa.
“The mites caused her skin to become irritated and her hair to fall out. After two failed attempts by the vet, I
brought Memphis to the Sassy Pet Spa to try the vitamin shower and dryroom. In only two visits, I began to see a
change. Her hair grew back completely and now eight months later, I am still a happy customer,” added Motnik.

For more information about KoKos Pet Spa, the Pet Vitamin Shower and Infrared Sterilizing Therapy/Dry Room,
contact James Lee, Chief Marketing Officer, KoKos Pet Spa, kokospetspa@gmail.com, 610.338.0354. Or visit
KoKos Pet Spa on the web at http://www.kokospetspa.com.

